Environmental Protection
Waste electrical products should not be disposed of with household waste. Please recycle where facilities exist. Check with your Local Authority or retailer for recycling advice.

Excl.
incl. BuzziMoon Oval Pendant  p.16
BuzziMoon Round Pendant

2 PERS. 🐶

1. OFF

2.
The Dim wires are marked with additional sleeves. Keep the Dim wires always separate from the main wires. Connecting the Dim wires to the main voltage will damage your product.
Connection excluding dimmable function

Blue: Neutral
Brown: Line
Green: Ground
Red Sleeve: Not used
Black Sleeve: Not used
BuzziMoon Oval Pendant

2 PERS. 🐕

1 OFF

2
The Dim wires are marked with additional sleeves. Keep the Dim wires always separate from the main wires. Connecting the Dim wires to the main voltage will damage your product.
Connection excluding dimmable function

Blue: Neutral
Brown: Line
Green: Ground
Red Sleeve: Not used
Black Sleeve: Not used